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Managing Both Strength and Ductility in Ultrafine Grained Steels
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Ultrafine grained (UFG) steels provide surprisingly high strength but sometimes show limited tensile ductility. In the present paper, systematic experimental results on mechanical properties of UFG steel with ferrite single phase are shown first. The limited tensile ductility of the UFG ferritic steel was due to very small uniform elongation, which was attributed to the early plastic instability in the UFG microstructures. This basic understanding suggested a way to overcome the low tensile ductility: if the strain-hardening of the matrix is enhanced by any means, both high strength and adequate ductility can be managed even in UFG structures. Actual examples of the UFG steels that could achieve good strength–ductility balance are also presented. Dispersing fine carbides within the UFG ferrite matrix, and making the UFG dual-phase structure composed of ferrite and martensite were both effective to manage high strength and large uniform elongation. It was clearly shown that the future studies on the UFG steels from practical viewpoint should be directed to make the UFG structures multi-phased.
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1. Introduction

It has recently become possible at least on the laboratory scale to fabricate ultrafine grained (UFG) metallic materials with mean grain sizes smaller than 1–2 μm.1–8) In case of steels, there are two main ways to fabricate UFG structures: one is the thermomechanically controlled processing (TMCP) under hard conditions (such as very low finishing temperature and large reduction in one pass) using phase transformations,3,4,7) and the other is by severe plastic deformation (SPD) applying very high equivalent strain above 4–5.4–6) The obtained UFG steels show excellent mechanical properties, such as surprisingly high strength and good low-temperature toughness.2–11) However, the UFG steels have limited tensile elongation in many cases unfortunately.9,10) The aim of this review paper is firstly to make it clear why the tensile ductility is limited in the UFG materials. Based on this understanding, the second purpose is to show how we can overcome this issue, demonstrating several experimental examples of the UFG steels, in which both high strength and adequate ductility are managed, obtained in the authors’ group.

2. Why Tensile Ductility Is Limited in UFG Steels

2.1. Experimental Evidence

Figure 1 shows engineering stress–strain curves of an ultralow-C interstitial free (IF) steel highly deformed by the accumulative roll bonding (ARB) process.12,13) The ARB is an SPD process using rolling deformation. The ARB principle and processing details have been shown in previous articles.6,13–15) The chemical composition of the IF steel used is shown in Table 1. The starting sheet had a fully recrystallized microstructure with a mean grain size of

Table 1. Chemical composition of the IF steel studied (mass %).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Fe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>bal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Engineering stress–strain curves of the IF steel ARB processed by various cycles at 500°C without lubrication.
It was, therefore, demonstrated that the UFG structures with mean grain size of about 200 nm were formed during the ARB process (after 5–7 ARB cycles). It has been clarified in the parallel works that mechanical properties of the SPD processed single phase materials increased and the tensile strength reached over 900 MPa after 7 cycles, which was 3.2 times higher than that of the starting material. Tensile ductility slightly decreased with increasing the applied strain. These are typical changes in starting material. Thus, the limited ductility of the SPD materials may be attributed to the character of strain-hardened materials. Subsequently, the ARB processed IF steel sheets were annealed at various temperatures.

The IF steel sheets ARB processed by 7 cycles at 500°C without lubrication were annealed at various temperatures ranging from 400 to 800°C for 1.8 ks. Orientation mapping by electron back-scattering pattern (EBSP) analysis was carried out for the ARB processed and annealed specimens on longitudinal sections perpendicular to the transverse direction (TD) of the sheets. A field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM; FEI Siron) equipped with a TSL-OIM system was operated at 20 kV for the EBSP measurement and analysis. Figure 2 shows grain boundary maps of the ARB processed and annealed IF steel. In the maps, high-angle and low-angle boundaries are drawn in black and gray lines, respectively. The as-ARB processed specimen (Fig. 2 (a)) shows that the UFG structure is elongated parallel to the rolling direction (RD) of the sheets. After only one ARB cycle (50% rolling), the strength of the IF steel greatly increased, as can be seen in Fig. 1. The tensile strength of the 1-cycle specimen was more than two times higher than that of the starting sheet. On the other hand, tensile ductility significantly decreased by the one ARB cycle. The stress–strain curve showed the maximum strength at early stage of tensile deformation, followed by macroscopic necking. Thus, the uniform elongation was limited within a few percent. This is a typical mechanical property of strain-hardened materials. With increasing ARB cycles (total strain), strength of the specimen monotonously increased and the tensile strength reached over 900 MPa after 7 cycles, which was 3.2 times higher than that of the starting material. Tensile ductility slightly decreased with increasing the applied strain. These are typical changes in mechanical properties of the SPD processed single phase materials. It has been clarified in the parallel works that UFG structures with mean grain size of about 200 nm formed during the ARB process (after 5–7 ARB cycles). It was, therefore, demonstrated that the UFG ferritic steel fabricated by SPD route certainly showed limited tensile ductility, especially limited uniform elongation. However, it has been also known that the UFG structures produced by SPD processes are, at the same time, deformation structures including high density of dislocations. Thus, the limited ductility of the SPD materials may be attributed to the character of strain-hardened materials. Subsequently, the ARB processed IF steel sheets were annealed at various temperatures.

The IF steel sheets ARB processed by 7 cycles at 500°C without lubrication were annealed at various temperatures ranging from 400 to 800°C for 1.8 ks. Orientation mapping by electron back-scattering pattern (EBSP) analysis was carried out for the ARB processed and annealed specimens on longitudinal sections perpendicular to the transverse direction (TD) of the sheets. A field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM; FEI Siron) equipped with a TSL-OIM system was operated at 20 kV for the EBSP measurement and analysis. Figure 2 shows grain boundary maps of the ARB processed and annealed IF steel. In the maps, high-angle and low-angle boundaries are drawn in black and gray lines, respectively. The as-ARB processed specimen (Fig. 2 (a)) shows that the UFG structure is elongated parallel to RD. The mean thickness of the elongated grains was 210 nm. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the ARB processed and annealed IF steel are shown in Fig. 3. The TEM microstructures were observed from TD in a Hitachi H-800 operated at 200 kV. It was shown in Fig. 3(a) that the elongated UFGs contained many dislocations in the as-ARB processed state. By annealing at relatively low temperature, recovery in the grain interiors occurred decreasing the dislocation density within the UFGs (Figs. 3(b), 3(c)). After annealing at 600°C (Fig. 3(d)), almost all the grains were dislocation free, although the grain shape was still elongated slightly. At the same time, grain growth gradually happened with increasing annealing temperature, to make the grain size coarse (Figs. 2 and 3). The specimen annealed at 625°C (Figs. 2(d) and 3(e)) showed equiaxed grains free from dislocations, which cannot be distinguished from conventional recrystallized microstructures. However, the mean grain size of the 625°C annealed specimen was still very fine (1.6 μm), which cannot be obtained through conventional deformation and recrystallization. The change in the UFG structure (grain growth) was fairly uniform in this material, and typical (discontinuous) recrystallization characterized by nucle-
ation and growth of particular grains was not recognized. Thus this process of microstructural change may be called “continuous recrystallization.”

The engineering stress–strain curves of the ARB processed and annealed IF steel are shown in Fig. 4. The annealing temperature and resulting mean grain size of each specimen are also indicated in the figure. The strength of the specimens decreased with increasing annealing temperature (or with increasing mean grain size), while tensile ductility (uniform elongation) recovered only after the mean grain size became greater than 1 μm. As was mentioned above, the 600°C annealed specimen with a mean grain size of 0.76 μm had small number of dislocation within the grains. Thus, it can be concluded that the UFG ferritic steel having mean grain size smaller than 1 μm certainly shows limited tensile ductility, especially limited uniform elongation. Similar changes in mechanical properties have been found also in commercial purity Al and high purity (99.99%) Al with f.c.c. single phase matrix. Interestingly, the critical grain size above which the tensile ductility recovered was 1 μm in Al as well.

2.2. Reason for Limited Uniform Elongation

In the former section, it was confirmed that the UFG ferritic steel certainly showed limited tensile ductility, especially limited uniform elongation. Though only the experimental results for the ferritic IF steel were shown, a similar conclusion has been obtained also in austenitic steels and other metals like Al and Cu. The limited uniform elongation in the UFG metals can be understood in terms of plastic instability. Plastic instability corresponds to necking propagation during tensile testing, so that it determines the uniform elongation of the materials. The simplest equation for the plastic instability condition of strain-rate insensitive materials (typical metals) is known as,

\[ \sigma \geq \frac{d\sigma}{de} \]
where $\sigma$ is flow stress (true stress) and $d\sigma/d\varepsilon$ is strain-hardening rate.\textsuperscript{24} The condition can be schematically illustrated in Fig. 5. In the figure, yield strength of a material increases by any strengthening mechanisms such as grain refinement strengthening. Here it is assumed for simplicity that the strain-hardening rate does not change even if the material is strengthened. According to Eq. (1), the position at which two curves (flow stress ($\sigma$) and strain-hardening rate) meet is the plastic instability point. The figure clearly shows that the plastic instability condition is achieved at earlier stages of tensile deformation as the yield strength increases. Grain refinement raises the strength of metallic materials, and especially yield strength is significantly increased by fine grain structure. On the other hand, strain-hardening after macroscopic yielding is not enhanced by grain refinement, as can be seen from Fig. 4. Rather a decrease in strain-hardening has been found in the UFG Al.\textsuperscript{10} Consequently, early plastic instability occurs in the UFG metals, resulting in limited uniform elongation in tensile tests.

The plastic instability condition was verified for the IF steel specimens ARB processed and annealed. Figure 6 shows true stress (broken lines) and strain-hardening rate (solid lines) as a function of true plastic strain in the IF steel ARB processed and then annealed at various temperatures for 1.8 ks. The positions at which two curves meet correspond to the plastic instability points.

3. How to Manage Both High Strength and Adequate Ductility in UFG Steels

In the previous section, it has been confirmed that the limited tensile ductility (limited uniform elongation) in the UFG ferritic steel is attributed to the early plastic instability. The early plastic instability seems an essential and inevitable feature of UFG microstructures. However, this understanding also tells us that the issue could be overcome if the strain-hardening rate of the UFG matrix is enhanced by any means. It should be noted that the UFG materials with limited tensile ductility reported in previous studies have been mostly single-phased materials like pure metals. By making the UFG structures multi-phased, for example, we may manage both high strength and adequate ductility even in UFG structures. Two experimental examples obtained in our group will be introduced in the following sections.

3.1. Dispersing Fine Carbides within UFG Ferrite Matrix

When we fabricate UFG structures in metals, large plastic strain is necessary in most cases of both TMCP and SPD routes. On the other hand, we have found that a type of UFG structure can be obtained without heavy deformation in low-C steels when as-quenched martensite is used as the starting microstructure.\textsuperscript{25,29} When the as-quenched martensite is conventionally rolled by 30–70% reduction in thickness at RT and annealed at appropriate warm temperature, submicrometer UFGs can be formed. This easy fabrication of UFG structures is thought to be attributed to the characteristics of the microstructure of martensite in carbon steels.\textsuperscript{27} Martensite in steels is a metastable phase having high free energy, and it is a type of fine-grain structure involving high density of lattice defects in the as-transformed state.\textsuperscript{30} Additionally, it should be noted that the as-quenched martensite in steels is a supersaturated solid solution of carbon. Consequently, solute carbon precipitates as fine carbides within the ferrite matrix uniformly during warm-temperature annealing following conventional cold-rolling.

That is, the obtained UFG structure through this route (martensite method) is a multi-phased UFG structure composed of UFG ferrite and finely dispersed carbides.\textsuperscript{26,27}

A plain low-C steel (JIS SS400) having chemical composition shown in Table 2 was used. Hot-rolled sheet 2 mm thick was austenitized at 1 000°C for 900 s and then water-quenched to obtain a martensitic structure. Since plain low-C steels have low hardenability, austenite grains were coarsened at a relatively high austenitizing temperature. The austenite grains coarsened to 270 $\mu$m in mean grain size, so that fully martensitic microstructure was obtained in the quenched specimen.\textsuperscript{27} The as-quenched martensite was conventionally cold-rolled by 50% reduction in thickness in several passes. The cold-rolled specimen was annealed at various temperatures ranging from 400 to 600°C for 1.8 ks.

Figure 7(a) shows a TEM microstructure of the SS400 steel started from as-quenched martensite, cold-rolled by 50% and then annealed at 500°C for 1.8 ks. The microstructure was observed from TD. Nearly equiaxed UFGs with a mean grain size of 200 nm were observed. In this TEM observation, Kikuchi-line analysis of the identical area was carried out and misorientations between adjacent grains were calculated from the precise orientation data obtained. The result is represented as a boundary misorientation map in Fig. 7(b). The boundary misorientation map in-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Fe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>bal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Chemical composition of the SS400 steel studied (mass %).
dicated that many of UFGs are surrounded by high-angle boundaries. Within such ultrafine ferrite grains, a number of fine carbides (cementite) with various sizes precipitated uniformly. This is because the specimen before 500°C annealing was a supersaturated solid solution of carbon, as was described before. It is concluded, therefore, that the multi-phased UFG structure composed of ferrite and cementite is fabricated through the martensite method.

Engineering stress–strain curves of the SS400 steel specimens started from as-quenched martensite, cold-rolled by 50% and then annealed at various temperatures for 1.8 ks are shown in Fig. 8. Tensile tests were carried out under the same conditions described in Sec. 2.1. The as-rolled specimen showed very high strength over 1.5 GPa, but it had limited uniform elongation similar to the SPD material (Fig. 1). The flow stress decreased with increasing annealing temperature. However, the specimens annealed at 500°C or 550°C, that showed multiphased UFG structures of ferrite and cementite like Fig. 7, produced obvious strain-hardening after macroscopic yielding. As a result, these specimens illustrate adequate uniform elongation as well as high strength. Especially the 550°C (823 K) annealed specimen showed a 0.2% proof stress of 710 MPa, tensile strength of 870 MPa, uniform elongation of 8% and total elongation of 20%. Because the starting sheet was a 400 MPa class steel (JIS SS400), the multi-phased UFG specimen obtained had strength more than two times higher than that of the starting hot-rolled sheet with ferrite–pearlite structure.

In order to understand why the obtained specimen could
manage both high strength and adequate ductility, the plastic instability condition was again assessed for the specimens. The results are shown in Fig. 9 in the same manners as Fig. 6. Strains at plastic instability points obtained in Fig. 9 corresponded well with the uniform elongation measured from the engineering stress–strain curves of the same specimens, which means that the uniform elongation of these specimens was again determined by plastic instability. Compared with Fig. 6 for the single-phased UFG steel, \( (\sigma / \epsilon) \) in Fig. 8 kept higher values after macroscopic yielding. This indicates that the finely dispersed carbides in the multi-phased UFG steel enhanced the strain-hardening to delay the plastic instability. It is confirmed that dispersing fine precipitates (carbides) within the ferrite matrix is an effective way to manage both high strength and adequate ductility in UFG steels.

3.2. Ultrafine Grained Dual-phase Structure

In commercial steels for automobile applications, dual-phase (DP) structures composed of ferrite/martensite or ferrite/bainite are sometimes used for managing both high strength and ductility. If we can make UFG steels having DP structures, they are expected to show excellent mechanical properties. A low-C steel (JIS SM490; 490 MPa class) with chemical composition shown in Table 3 was used for making UFG-DP structures. The hot-rolled sheets with ferrite/pearlite structure, though fraction of pearlite was very small in this low-C steel, were ARB processed by 6 cycles (equivalent strain of 4.8) at RT with lubrication. Figure 10 shows a TEM image of the 6-cycle ARB processed specimen. Very fine lamellar structures of ferrite were elongated parallel to RD. The mean lamellar spacing was 60 nm. The lamellae sometimes showed a wavy morphology due to local shear banding. The as-ARB processed sample having such a microstructure was annealed at various temperatures between \( A_1 \) and \( A_3 \) (i.e., in \( \alpha + \gamma \) two phase region) for various periods. A high heating rate of 100 K s\(^{-1}\) was achieved by the use of induction heating system. After the intercritically annealing, the specimens were ice-brine quenched. Figure 11 shows one of typical SEM microstructures of the ARB processed and intercritically annealed specimen. In the SEM image, ferrite and martensite reveal in dark and light contrasts, respectively. During ice-brine quenching, the austenite (\( \gamma \)) transformed to martensite. The UFG-DP structure composed of UFG ferrite and UFG martensite was obtained. Both ferrite and martensite grains were nearly equiaxed. Each equiaxed martensite grain was probably transformed from identical austenite grain. Actually, a few packets were observed within each equiaxed martensite in EBSP analysis. The mean grain sizes of ferrite and martensite were 1.3 \( \mu \)m and 0.84 \( \mu \)m, respectively, and the fraction of martensite was 28.6% in this case. These microstructural parameters varied depending on the annealing conditions.

Table 3. Chemical composition of the SM490 steel studied (mass %).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Nb</th>
<th>sol. Al</th>
<th>Fe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>bal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10. TEM microstructure of the SM490 steel ARB processed by 6 cycles at RT with lubrication. Observed from TD.

Fig. 11. SEM micrograph of the SM490 steel ARB processed by 6 cycles at RT with lubrication, intercritically annealed at 740°C for 60 s, and then ice-brine quenched. Observed from TD.

Fig. 12. Engineering stress–strain curves of the SM490 steel ARB processed by 6 cycles at RT with lubrication, intercritically annealed under various conditions, and then ice-brine quenched.
ARB processed, intercritically annealed and quenched are shown in Fig. 12. The as-ARB processed specimen performed very high strength of about 1.4 GPa but showed limited uniform and total elongation. Intercritical annealing greatly decreased the flow stress of the material, but all UFG-DP steels showed enhanced strain-hardening. As a result, fairly high strength and adequate tensile ductility were both managed in these specimens. It can be concluded, therefore, that dual-phase structures can provide a good strength–ductility balance even in UFG structures. Because the used steel had plain compositions, grain growth of nano-lamellae was not significantly suppressed even when a high heating rate was used. Addition of some kinds of alloying elements, such as strong carbide former (V, Ti, Nb, etc.), would inhibit grain growth during intercritical heat treatment to result in a much finer DP structure. Such nano-DP steels are expected to produce more excellent mechanical properties.

3.3. Concluding Remark

In the present paper, it was clearly shown that UFG steels with single phase certainly produce limited uniform elongation. The small uniform elongation is understood in terms of early plastic instability in the UFG microstructures. This understanding, however, also suggests a possibility to manage both high strength and adequate ductility in the UFG steels. Recently, Ma31 pointed out several ways to get strength and ductility in UFG or nanocrystalline materials. His understanding also stands on the early plastic instability in such materials, so that most of the proposed ways aim to increase uniform elongation through enhancing strain-hardening, like the present study. The present work experimentally showed actual examples of UFG materials having both strength and ductility. However, they seem not the only ways to manage strength and ductility in UFG materials. For example, so-called TRIP (transformation induced plasticity) effect caused by deformation induced martensitic transformation might be applied to the UFG steels with certain chemical compositions.31,32 Also it is a new and interesting finding that nanostructures with bimodal grain size distribution can show high strength and ductility.22,33

From a practical viewpoint, tensile ductility is certainly important. In this sense, the present work indicates that future studies on UFG steels should be directed to materials with “multi phased” UFG structures. However, it should be also noted that the UFG metals show such instability only for tensile stress. Though tensile ductility is certainly limited, the UFG metals definitely do not lose plasticity and are not brittle. Actually, they show rather large post-uniform elongation in many cases, and it has been known that they can be heavily deformed in compression, rolling, bending, and so on. This should be emphasized even from a practical point of view.

Additionally, it has been recently found that the UFG metals sometimes show surprising properties that cannot be understood in terms of conventional metallurgy and materials science.23,34–36 For example, the bimodal nanostructures that manage both strength and ductility23,33 may provide a new idea of structure control. Furthermore, Huang et al.35,36 have recently reported a “hardening by annealing and softening by deformation” phenomenon that is totally opposite to the conventional knowledge for metals and alloys. Such peculiar phenomena are due to the nanostructures where crystalline space is finely subdivided in nanometer scales by high-angle boundaries. These recent results suggest that further fundamental studies are desired for the UFG and nanostructured metals also from academic viewpoint, in order to pioneer a new frontier of metallic materials.

4. Summary

(1) Ultrafine grained (UFG) bulky steels of which mean grain size is smaller than 1–2 μm can be fabricated through various processing routes at least in laboratory scale. The UFG steels perform very high strength but have limited uniform elongation.

(2) It has been confirmed in the present paper that the limited uniform elongation of the UFG steels is attributed to early plastic instability caused by high yield strength and lack of strain-hardening capability in the UFG structures.

(3) The understanding of the reason for the limited ductility also indicates that the high strength and adequate ductility can be both managed if the strain-hardening of the UFG matrix is enhanced by any means.

(4) Actual examples of the UFG steels that could manage both high strength and adequate ductility were represented in the present work. The most important key is to make the UFG structures multi-phased.
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